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Company Sito web
Nazione sede 

legale
Topics Topics - other Activity description

PRODUCTS/PROCESSES 

you need TO IMPROVE

PRODUCTS/PROCESSES/SERVI

CES you ARE LOOKING for

 

REQUIREMENTS

ADDITIONAL 

REQUIREMENTS

Borsodi Muhely  

Kft.
www.borsodimuhely.hu Hungary

MACHINE TOOLS for SPECIAL MATERIALS and 

MULTIFUNCTION (especially for automotive and aerospace 

industry, titanium and alloys, composite materials, high-speed 

manufacturing) | NEW MATERIALS (industrial ceramics, 

composites, carbon fiber and thermoplastic) and associated 

ASSEMBLY PROCESSES | SURFACE TREATMENTS and 

FINISHING

Individual and small-series precision machine 

parts/spare parts manufacturing . Process 

control and measuring equipment design and  

 manufacturing. 

Heat treatment and Material testing. Repair 

and renewal of machine units / Repair and 

 renewal of power spindles . Designing and 

machining of individual assembly,-testing,-

measuring and controlling equipment  .

Quality certificate for the Heat 

Treatment plant (NADCAP)

 Raw material suppliers 

Machining,metal cutting,surface 

treatment service demand

ISO 9001 ;ISO 

14001 Not 

compulsory

ELPRESS BV www.elpress.com Netherlands

Elpress is the leading manufacturer in the 

field of industrial hygiene. We focus on 

delivering total solutions: customer-focused 

cleaning systems, professionally integrated 

into your business process.Our strength is 

delivering total solutions, one partner in the 

field of industrial hygiene. We have a Passion 

for Hygiene.

 - fittings ( stainless steel )

 - stainless steel quick couplings 

type A and B

 - fittings pumping machine / reel / 

spinning wheel stainless steel

 - valves (various types)

 - spray guns

 - pumps

 - rubber hoses, Teflon, PVC

wardrobe / locker, and in stainless 

steel

 - motors with transmission 

perpendicular

 - Anti folding tires

 - metering pumps

 - components for the heating

Thermostats, spark plugs, 

terminals, resistors etc. ... 

Casa costruttrice 

auto
Italy

ACOUSTICS - STRESS - VIBRATION to measure and analyze 

acoustics, forces, vibration, stress parameters, etc. | ADDITIVE 

MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and manufacturing, 

reverse engineering) | ARTIFICIAL VISION to control, inspect, 

track production; manufacturing and assembly automation, 

image processing | ASSEMBLY, DISASSEMBLY, 

INTEGRATION, GLUING TECHNOLOGIES for COMPONENTS 

of ELECTRICAL VEHICLES (batteries, motors, etc.) | CAD - 

CAE - CAM for design and mechanical/electronic manufacturing | 

CALIBRATION laboratories and innovative services for the 

calibration of instruments | CASTING (simulation to predict 

warpage, stress, mechanical behavior, microstructures, to 

streamline processes and moulds) | CERTIFICATION, SAFETY 

and TYPE-APPROVALS to comply with regulations and to 

guarantee reliability and safety | DIE CASTING and MELTING 

PROCESSES IMPROVEMENT | DIMENSIONAL and 

MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS and TESTING for metrology 

labs, manufacturing, testing, maintenance | ELECTRICAL and 

ELECTRONIC TESTING to test functioning and features of 

components, vehicles, appliances, to guarantee reliability and safe

Powertrain Development

Services, components and 

equipment for engine prototyping: 

simulation softwares, testing 

equipment and components in 

small series (<100/per year), 

engineering and production of 

prototyping dies, precision 

 mechanical parts.

 Assembly technologies.

New products and technologies 

concerning engines: diesel and 

petrol engine control systems, new 

powertrain technologies, actuators, 

controls, solutions for weight and 

emission reduction.

We are interested 

to meet also start-

ups companies 

working in the 

above mentioned 

innovative fields
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Hentec Oy Ab Finland

ASSEMBLY, DISASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION, GLUING 

TECHNOLOGIES for COMPONENTS of ELECTRICAL 

VEHICLES (batteries, motors, etc.) | CASTING (simulation to 

predict warpage, stress, mechanical behavior, microstructures, to 

streamline processes and moulds) | CONSULTING SERVICES 

about MANUFACTURING PROCESSES REORGANIZATION 

(FOUNDRY in particular) | MOLDING - METAL CUTTING - 

WELDING (simulation to streamline processes, to overcome the 

technological limits, to guarantee the safety of products 

according to quality) | SURFACE TREATMENTS and FINISHING

Supply chain management for components 

 based on castings and

forgings, active in R&D

 New ballistic cast materials

New heat treatment 

processes

Castings & forgings: 

defence,offshore

 ISO 9001

Good 

communication in 

English language

IAS  INCREASE 

AVIATION 

SERVICE LTDA

www.ias.ind.br Brazil

ACOUSTICS - STRESS - VIBRATION to measure and analyze 

acoustics, forces, vibration, stress parameters, etc. | ADDITIVE 

MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and manufacturing, 

reverse engineering) | CAD - CAE - CAM for design and 

mechanical/electronic manufacturing | CALIBRATION 

laboratories and innovative services for the calibration of 

instruments | CERTIFICATION, SAFETY and TYPE-

APPROVALS to comply with regulations and to guarantee 

reliability and safety | DATA ACQUISITION to control vehicles 

(automobiles, trains, air-crafts, ships), industrial processes, 

equipment and tools | DIMENSIONAL and MECHANICAL 

MEASUREMENTS and TESTING for metrology labs, 

manufacturing, testing, maintenance | ELECTRICAL and 

ELECTRONIC TESTING to test functioning and features of 

components, vehicles, appliances, to guarantee reliability and 

safety | EQUIPMENTS - SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and 

supervise manufacturing and automation processes, to improve 

quality and govern processes; actuators for micro-positioning, 

high.tech electronic boards | MACHINE TOOLS for SPECIAL 

MATERIALS and MULTIFUNCTION (especially for automotive and

IAS IS A COMPANY SPECIALIZED IN 

AERONAUTICAL MAINTENANCE 

FOCUSED IN ELECTROMECHANICAL 

COMPONENTS LIKE COMPONENTS FROM 

FUEL, ELECTRICAL, HYDRAULIC AND 

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM. IAS IS ALSO 

SPECIALIZED IN GAS TURBINES 

(AERONAUTIC AND POWER 

GENERATION). OTHER RELEVANT 

ACTITIVY PERFORMED BY IAS IS THE 

EQUIPMENTS AND TEST BENCH  

DEVELOPMENT TO SUPPORT 

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES.

IAS HAS PLANS TO 

INCREASE ITS CAPABILITY 

TO MANUFACTURE 

EQUIPMENTS AND TEST 

BENCH. FOR THIS IT?S 

NECESSARY ADD TO OUR 

MANUFACTURING PLANT 

NEW MACHINE TOOLS. ITS 

ALSO IDENTIFY NEW 

MATERIAL, EQUIPNET 

SUPPLIERS, ETC.

MACHINING TOOLS, VIBRATION 

SENSORS, PRESSURE SENSOR, 

LIQUID FLOWMETER, GAS 

FLOWMETER,GENERAL 

MEASURE EQUIPMENTS, 

BALANCING MACHINES, 

SURFACE TREATMENT 

EQUIPMENTS AND 

CONSUMEBLES, ETC.

ISO 9000 AND AS 

9100

JK Commerce OY www.jkcommerce.fi Finland

CASTING (simulation to predict warpage, stress, mechanical 

behavior, microstructures, to streamline processes and moulds) | 

DIE CASTING and MELTING PROCESSES IMPROVEMENT | 

MOLDING - METAL CUTTING - WELDING (simulation to 

streamline processes, to overcome the technological limits, to 

guarantee the safety of products according to quality) | NEW 

MATERIALS (industrial ceramics, composites, carbon fiber and 

thermoplastic) and associated ASSEMBLY PROCESSES | 

PLASTIC MATERIALS: NEW TECHNOLOGIES for MOLDING | 

SURFACE TREATMENTS and FINISHING

Sale consulting and representations. 

Commerce with compressed products and 

tools for production. (die-casting, plastics 

injection molding)

Compressed mouldings, tools and 

materials for surface treatments, 

plastic injection processes, moulds, 

coatings, die-casting- mould- 

coatings, metal injection moulding 

process, rotomoulding machines

our interest is find 

new clients 

(suppliers) from 

Europe. We are 

now working with 

some Chinese 

companys, but 

they are spcialist in 

high quality and 

high technology. 

Our business 

strategy is not offer 

any ?cheep? 

products from 

China.

LAMAM Morocco

CALIBRATION laboratories and innovative services for the 

calibration of instruments | DIMENSIONAL and MECHANICAL 

MEASUREMENTS and TESTING for metrology labs, 

manufacturing, testing, maintenance

Metrology laboratory Calibration , Global presence Air treatment
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MEKONG 

TECHNOLOGIES 

EQUIPMENT CO., 

LTD

WWW.MEKONGTEC

H.NET
Viet Nam

ACOUSTICS - STRESS - VIBRATION to measure and analyze 

acoustics, forces, vibration, stress parameters, etc. | 

CALIBRATION laboratories and innovative services for the 

calibration of instruments | ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC 

TESTING to test functioning and features of components, 

vehicles, appliances, to guarantee reliability and safety | 

MANUFACTURING SIMULATION for machine tool and 

manufacturing plants, to increase effectiveness, to save time, to 

reduce waste materials

Electrical & Electronics can 

remote connect / control/ 

monitor via internet , cloud

- Manufacturing simulation (we are 

looking for solution for our project 

at university for factory 

 automation);

- Hi Voltage testing equipment and 

 component;

- Safety equipment for PPE in 

electrical industry.

Any supplier have 

product to market 

over 3 years with 

ISO 9001 

certificated and 

product suitable to 

Vietnam humidity.

Michigan 

Aerospace 

Manufacturers 

Association

www.michman.org United States

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and 

manufacturing, reverse engineering) | ARTIFICIAL VISION to 

control, inspect, track production; manufacturing and assembly 

automation, image processing | ASSEMBLY, DISASSEMBLY, 

INTEGRATION, GLUING TECHNOLOGIES for COMPONENTS 

of ELECTRICAL VEHICLES (batteries, motors, etc.) | CASTING 

(simulation to predict warpage, stress, mechanical behavior, 

microstructures, to streamline processes and moulds) | 

CERTIFICATION, SAFETY and TYPE-APPROVALS to comply 

with regulations and to guarantee reliability and safety | DATA 

ACQUISITION to control vehicles (automobiles, trains, air-crafts, 

ships), industrial processes, equipment and tools | ELECTRICAL 

and ELECTRONIC TESTING to test functioning and features of 

components, vehicles, appliances, to guarantee reliability and 

safety | ELECTROMAGNETISM (modelling and simulation 

electromagnetic phenomena to comply with the regulations and 

guarantee safety and reliability | EQUIPMENTS - SENSOR 

SYSTEMS to control and supervise manufacturing and 

automation processes, to improve quality and govern processes; a

The Michigan Aerospace Manufacturers 

Association (MAMA) is currently comprised of 

65 companies active in Aerospace and 

 Defense related supply chains. MAMA

companies are interested in identifying new 

suppliers, materials, technologies, and 

 processes. MAMA

companies are active in the manufacturing 

process from raw materials, build-to-print part 

fabrication, component assembly, heat 

treating, coating and finishes, non-destructive 

testing and recycling. MAMA is currently 

engaged in the process of expanding member 

companies to include international capabilities 

to support US based aerospace and defense 

manufacturing

Specifically interested in 

sense and avoidance avionics 

for unmanned aerial systems. 

 Also interested

in composite structures for 

aerospace applications. Also 

interested in lightweight armor 

 for aerospace

and defense.

AS9100 or 

equivalent 

required. Interest 

in establishing 

sales/engineering 

presence in 

NAFTA.

Multi-Fix B.V. www.multifix.nl Netherlands
CASTING (simulation to predict warpage, stress, mechanical 

behavior, microstructures, to streamline processes and moulds)

Trading Company in Fasteners and Special 

products like CNC turning/milling parts__- 

Construction parts, like frames and welded 

parst_ casting parts etc.

More partners for outsourcing 

products as mentioned above 

who are able to provide the 

items within 3-5 weeks

Subcontracting CNC turning/milling 

parts / producers of construction 

parts for example steel frames and 

welded parts ? producers of casting 

parts incl. machining of these 

parts./  Especially in steel and 

stainless steel material.

Should be able to 

provide 3.1 

certificates

ORBITAL 

ENGENHARIA 

LTDA

WWW.ORBITALENGE

NHARIA.COM.BR
Brazil

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and 

manufacturing, reverse engineering) | CAD - CAE - CAM for 

design and mechanical/electronic manufacturing | CASTING 

(simulation to predict warpage, stress, mechanical behavior, 

microstructures, to streamline processes and moulds) | CRASH 

and FINITE ELEMENTS for the realistic evaluation of the 

mechanical behavior of complex systems, to guarantee the 

safety through the impact simulation | FLUID DYNAMICS and 

MULTIPHYSICS (modelling to study complex phenomena in 

vehicles, engines, semiconductors, accumulators, plasma, fuel 

cells, energy industry, etc.) | MACHINE TOOLS for SPECIAL 

MATERIALS and MULTIFUNCTION (especially for automotive 

and aerospace industry, titanium and alloys, composite 

materials, high-speed manufacturing) | SURFACE 

TREATMENTS and FINISHING

ORBITAL ENGENHARIA IS DISTINED TO 

 THE DEVELOPMENT OF

SPECIAL PROJECTS INCLUDING: 

ELECTRONICAL AND MECHANICAL 

 DEVICES, BATTERIES

MODULES, POWER SUPPLY 

MANAGEMENT, PROGRAMABLE TIMER, 

 DATALOGGER, ON

BOARD COMPUTER, LIQUID PROPELANT 

ROCKET ENGINE, ROCKET ENGINE FEED 

 SYSTEM

AND SOLAR GENERATOR FOR SPACE 

APPLICATION.

NEW MATERIAIS FOR A 

CRIOGENIC PROPELANT 

TANK PRESSURIZED WITH 

 300 BAR OF

 NITROGEN.

DEVELOP A PROCESS TO 

REPLACE THE BAZING 

PROCESS OF ASSEMBLING 

 OF THE

INJECTORS INTO THE 

HEAD OF ROCKET ENGINE 

(MICRO WELDING).

LIGHT WEIGHT VALVES FOR A 

 LIQUID ENGINE ROCKET FEED

 SYSTEM.

LIGHT WEIGHT PRESSURE 

REGULATOR FOR 300 BAR UP 

TO 30 BAR

THE ONLY 

REQUIREMENT 

FOR A SUPPLIER 

FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

IS 

PARTNERSHIP 

 OF THE

OWNING OF THE 

RIGHTS.
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PT LEH INDUSTRI Indonesia

Rockwell 

Automation
France

EQUIPMENTS - SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and supervise 

manufacturing and automation processes, to improve quality and 

govern processes; actuators for micro-positioning, high.tech 

electronic boards | OTHER

Coils, Connectors, 

Circuit Protection, Bus 

Bars, Non ferrous metal 

alloys, Electrical band, 

Brass metals, other raw 

materials

Rockwell Automation, the world's largest 

company dedicated to industrial automation, 

makes its customers more productive and the 

world more sustainable. Throughout the 

world, our flagship Allen-Bradley® and 

Rockwell Software® product brands are 

recognized for innovation and excellence.

No process improvement 

required

Coils, Connectors, Circuit 

Protection, Bus Bars, Non ferrous 

metal alloys, Electrical band, Brass 

metals, other raw materials

Proven experience 

with Industrial 

Automation major 

companies 

(different than 

automobile/car 

industry), Quality 

Certificate, 

English language 

skills at 

Engineering and 

R&D level, cost 

saving programs

ROZTOCZE  

Zakad Usugowo - 

Produkcyjny

www.roztocze-

rst.com.pl
Poland

ACOUSTICS - STRESS - VIBRATION to measure and analyze 

acoustics, forces, vibration, stress parameters, etc. | ADDITIVE 

MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and manufacturing, 

reverse engineering) | ARTIFICIAL VISION to control, inspect, 

track production; manufacturing and assembly automation, 

image processing | CAD - CAE - CAM for design and 

mechanical/electronic manufacturing | CALIBRATION 

laboratories and innovative services for the calibration of 

instruments | CASTING (simulation to predict warpage, stress, 

mechanical behavior, microstructures, to streamline processes 

and moulds) | CERTIFICATION, SAFETY and TYPE-

APPROVALS to comply with regulations and to guarantee 

reliability and safety | CONSULTING SERVICES about 

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES REORGANIZATION 

(FOUNDRY in particular) | DIE CASTING and MELTING 

PROCESSES IMPROVEMENT | DIMENSIONAL and 

MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS and TESTING for metrology 

labs, manufacturing, testing, maintenance | EQUIPMENTS - 

SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and supervise manufacturing and 

automation processes, to improve quality and govern processes; 

actuators for micro-positioning, high.tech electronic boards | LASE

RST ROZTOCZE specializes in production of 

locks, hinges, screw clamps, locking system 

and accessories for electric switchboards.

Reduction of noise in 

production processes; 

reduction of noise in the 

production plant, die casting 

and melting processes 

improvement.

SAMMITR 

MOTORS 

MANUFACTURING 

PUBLIC 

COMPANY 

LIMITED

WWW.SAMMITR.CO

M
Thailand

AUTOPART: STAMPING DIE, ASSEMBLY 

JIG, PRESS PART, STEEL CONOPY  

LOGISTIC SULUTION : DUMPERS & 

TRAILERS , AXLE , HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

FOR DUMP TRUCK. NGV. VEHICLE AND 

EQUIPMENT: NGV TRUCK, MUTI 

PURPOSE TRUCK.

- New Manufacturing system 

about Automate system for 

 mass Production;

- Robot Manufacturing for 

 Industrial, Process control;

- Welding Technology.

- New Material for design to cost of 

 Product; Special steel, alloys ele;

- Simulation Manufacturing 

 Software;

 Testing Metrology for New Product

SAVRONIK www.savronik.com.tr Turkey

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and 

manufacturing, reverse engineering) | ASSEMBLY, 

DISASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION, GLUING TECHNOLOGIES for 

COMPONENTS of ELECTRICAL VEHICLES (batteries, motors, 

etc.) | DATA ACQUISITION to control vehicles (automobiles, 

trains, air-crafts, ships), industrial processes, equipment and 

tools | EQUIPMENTS - SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and 

supervise manufacturing and automation processes, to improve 

quality and govern processes; actuators for micro-positioning, 

high.tech electronic boards | OTHER

 Train and railroad 

 simulators

 Shooting training 

 simulators

 Online Train 

 Positioning

 Electronic equipment 

of Unmanned Air 

 Vehicle (UAV)

 Data Link systems

Defence, Transportation, Information Systems
Partnership in Horizon 2020 

projects for railroad applications
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Spijkstaal elektro 

b.v.
www.spijkstaal.nl Netherlands

ASSEMBLY, DISASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION, GLUING 

TECHNOLOGIES for COMPONENTS of ELECTRICAL 

VEHICLES (batteries, motors, etc.) | DATA ACQUISITION to 

control vehicles (automobiles, trains, air-crafts, ships), industrial 

processes, equipment and tools | OTHER

Complete 

subassemblies for 

example, axles, 

cabines, dashboards.

Designing, building and sales of electrical 

industrial vehicles.

Less own production, more 

outsourcing.

Complete axles, standard cabines 

to build on our vehicles, equipped 

dashboards

If ISO 9001 

certified it will 

have an 

advantage.

To be able to build 

a steady and 

strategic 

relationship with 

our company.

VATIS www.vatis.be Belgium

MACHINE TOOLS for SPECIAL MATERIALS and 

MULTIFUNCTION (especially for automotive and aerospace 

industry, titanium and alloys, composite materials, high-speed 

manufacturing) | NANOTECHNOLOGIES - PLASMA (solutions 

and technologies for special applications on surfaces) | NEW 

MATERIALS (industrial ceramics, composites, carbon fiber and 

thermoplastic) and associated ASSEMBLY PROCESSES | 

OTHER | SURFACE TREATMENTS and FINISHING

 Hard metals

Sintered tungsten 

 carbide

Titanium carbide

Since more than 25 years, Vatis is specialized 

in surface technology and tribology in order to 

combat problems such as erosion, corrosion, 

abrasion, chemical attack, fretting and so on.

VOSSI GROUP OY www.vossi.fi Finland

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (rapid prototyping and 

manufacturing, reverse engineering) | ARTIFICIAL VISION to 

control, inspect, track production; manufacturing and assembly 

automation, image processing | CAD - CAE - CAM for design 

and mechanical/electronic manufacturing | EQUIPMENTS - 

SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and supervise manufacturing and 

automation processes, to improve quality and govern processes; 

actuators for micro-positioning, high.tech electronic boards | 

LASER for controls, surface metrology, artificial vision, iper 

spectrum imaging, vibrometrology, analysis and characterization 

of materials | MACHINE TOOLS for SPECIAL MATERIALS and 

MULTIFUNCTION (especially for automotive and aerospace 

industry, titanium and alloys, composite materials, high-speed 

manufacturing) | MANUFACTURING SIMULATION for machine 

tool and manufacturing plants, to increase effectiveness, to save 

time, to reduce waste materials | MARKING and TRACEABILITY 

for the automatic identification, the traceability, the quality control 

| MOLDING - METAL CUTTING - WELDING (simulation to 

streamline processes, to overcome the technological limits, to gua

Distributor/trader (robotics - automation - 

engineering)

Star World co., 

LTD.
www.starworldco.com Korea

ACOUSTICS - STRESS - VIBRATION to measure and analyze 

acoustics, forces, vibration, stress parameters, etc. | 

CALIBRATION laboratories and innovative services for the 

calibration of instruments | ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC 

TESTING to test functioning and features of components, 

vehicles, appliances, to guarantee reliability and safety | 

EQUIPMENTS - SENSOR SYSTEMS to control and supervise 

manufacturing and automation processes, to improve quality and 

govern processes; actuators for micro-positioning, high.tech 

electronic boards | MANUFACTURING SIMULATION for 

machine tool and manufacturing plants, to increase 

effectiveness, to save time, to reduce waste materials | 

NANOTECHNOLOGIES - PLASMA (solutions and technologies 

for special applications on surfaces) | VIBROACOUSTIC 

SIMULATION to design comfortable and silent products

Top leader in supplier for Non-destructive 

Instruments  (UT)
Instruments for Maintenance

Analyzer for Maintenance, Total 

Productivity_Maintenance

Hardware, S/W, 

Certifications

I'd like to find the 

manufacturer/Supp

lier for strong 

products/Items in 

Italy


